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FOR HANDS AND SURFACES

GermErase 24hr is a powerful, scientifically-proven
disinfectant that has been proven to destroy the live
SARS-CoV-2 virus (which causes COVID-19) in under 30
seconds. It has been approved for use on skin, where it
protects from germs between washes and on surfaces,
where it protects for 24 hours. Unlike many products,
GermErase contains no alcohol. This makes it much
gentler on skin, quicker to act and provides longer
protection than any alcohol-based agent
The smarter way to sanitise and protect against germs
WorksHarder

Up to 99.999% effective against bacteria, fungi and viruses (incl. SARS-Cov-2)

LastsLonger
BrutallyGentle

Protects hands between washes and surfaces for 24 hours
Kinder to the environment and your skin

Recommended Usage

The background story

GermErase 24hr is ideally suited for
use in environments where there is
a risk of transmission of pathogens
and where high standards of
sanitisation are required.

GermErase was founded by Rob Scoones, a highly successful
business leader and entrepreneur. After suffering a significant
personal tragedy, Rob sold his business and dedicated himself to
finding an answer to the challenge of superbugs and infections
in hospitals.

Our novel formulation has
extensive EN testing against
bacteria, viruses and fungi,
highlighting its superior efficacy
relative to alcohol-based products.
It is also less damaging to skin and
many surfaces than alcohol,
making it suitable for a wide range
of uses.

He threw himself into trialling and testing different formulations
of chemical ingredients to create a product that would increase
efficacy against viruses and bacteria. In the subsequent nine
years, Rob surrounded himself with the UK’s leading experts and
academics, creating a world-class team to address this challenge.

Use daily on surfaces to keep them
clear of pathogens and between
hand washes to keep your hands
germ-free.

Features and benefits
•

Highest efficacy: up to
99.999%

•

Proven to kill SARS-Cov-2 in
30 seconds
Residual protection for at least
24 hours after use on surfaces
and between washes on
hands

•

•
•

Kind to skin
No alcohol - safe to transport
and store

•

Ultra-low toxicity and nonirritant

•

Extremely-low concentrations
of active ingredients –
reduced environmental
impact

•

Virtually odourless, pleasant to
use

Having received significant Government funding, personally
backing the business and securing further commercial
investment, Rob developed a unique formulation that he
believed could transform the way superbugs and viruses were
treated in hospitals.
The product was rigorously tested by the University of
Southampton and independent test houses to global standards
and demonstrated extraordinary efficacy against a broad range
of pathogens.
GermErase 24hr is the latest formulation from GermErase,
designed to be safe on skin as well as offering high levels of
efficacy and a 24-hour residual protective action on surfaces.

www.germerase.com
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How does it work?
GermErase 24hr is based on well-known and widely used quaternary
ammonium compounds (Quats or QAC), combined in a unique way
to ensure ultra-low concentrations and maximum efficacy.
The biocidal activity of quats was discovered in 1935. They attach
themselves to lipid cell walls of bacteria, literally “punching” through
the outer layer of the cell and causing cellular contents to leak out.
In viruses, quats disrupt the protein and lipid structures essential for
the virus to infect healthy cells.
Quats have been used to sterilise hands and disinfect equipment
since the 1940s and are one of the most widely used antimicrobial
agents, used in many thousands of products across the world.
At the heart of GermErase is a British invention harnessing a
‘synergistic formulation’ to amplify efficacy. This ensures an ultra-low
concentration of active ingredients whilst providing unrivalled
efficacy against a broad spectrum of microbes.
The low concentration of quats ensures that GermErase has ultralow toxicity, is certified non-irritant and minimises environmental
impact.

How does the residual action work?
Alcohol disinfectants rapidly evaporate, giving no protection within
minutes of being used. GermErase 24hr, in contrast, continues to
disrupt or kill microbes for long periods after it has been applied to
surfaces. This means that any virus particles in contact with a
treated surface within 24 hours of treatment will be attacked by the
product, their cell walls damaged, their systems disrupted, making
them far less likely to be biologically active.
Traditional disinfectants only protect when wet. GermErase 24hr
acts as a disinfectant when wet and as a protectant when dry, it
goes on working giving total protection between cleans for 24
hours.
The residual action is made possible due to a powerful
electrostatic bond that occurs between the chemicals in the
product and the surface to which it is applied.
The bonding results from the attraction between the charge of the
chemicals and the charge of the surface. This creates a residual
biocidal layer, effectively converting a non-biocidal surface to a
biocidal one, capable of inactivating pathogens for long periods.
There are a number of factors that will impact how long the product
will work for, such as the nature and the use of the surface.
GermErase 24hr demonstrates excellent protective adhesion, but
in common with all other products, residual efficacy can be ‘worn
away’ over time through repeated strong abrasion and use of
products such as solvents. Use of oxidising agents such as bleach or
strong detergents, used in combination with physical agitation will
remove the product, reducing efficacy. Even simple factors like
prolonged exposure to weather can affect the product over time,
which is the case for all such chemicals.

Residual action proof
PAS2424 testing simulates real life by treating stainless steel discs
with a product and then applying both wet and dry abrasion
periodically as well as re-contaminating the surface over a 24-hour
period.
GermErase 24hr was tested using this method in 2021 and passed
for both bacteria and fungus

Use biocides safely. Please read material safety data sheet before use

Whilst it is impossible to test against all pathogens that exist, the
‘hierarchy of pathogen susceptibility’ demonstrates that products that
are effective against microbes at the top of the pyramid (see diagram
below) are effective against the groups lower down.
Over 10 years, our testing strategy has been to focus on the higher
classes of ‘difficult to kill’ pathogens in order to be able to demonstrate
HIERACHYOFSUSCEPTIBILITY
a very broad efficacy.
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The “parent” product of GermErase 24hr is GermErase Pro28 (C19),
which has been tested right to the top of the hierarchy, whereas
testing for the higher order pathogens is still ongoing for 24hr.
However, tests undertaken in the Microbiology laboratories at the
University of Southampton
have shown that
GermErase 24hr
demonstrates very similar
efficacy to Pro28, as would
be expected from the
similarity in their
formulation.
What makes the
formulation of all
GermErase products
remarkable is that unlike other QAC (quat) based products, we can
demonstrate effectiveness against pathogens at the top of the
pyramid, despite extremely low concentrations of the active
ingredients. This is due to the synergies between the different
ingredients, which allows them to be taken down to very low
concentrations.

Instructions for use
1.

For heavily soiled surfaces, clean first to remove source
contamination

2.

Use neat, do not dilute (ready for use)

3.

As a SURFACE disinfectant (PT2)
• Dispense into a trigger/pump spray or fogging machine
• Spray generously to coat the surface, wipe with a
microfiber cloth to ensure full coverage. Avoid cotton
cloths or rags.

4.

Southampton University
Surface test against SARS-CoV-2.
Achieved maximum possible log
reduction in less than 30 seconds
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(Calicivirus,Foot and Mouth Disease virus, Parvovirus, Rotavirus)
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Pathogen used:
• Candida Albicans
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Suspension test - fungicidal or
yeasticidal (medical)
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Pathogen used:
• Pseudonomas aeruginosa

(Mycobacterium species)

NON-ENVELOPED VIRUSES

(Aspergillus species, Candida species, Microsporum species, Trichophyton species)

PAS2424

Suspension test - bactericidal

.g.

MYCOBACTERIA

Efficacy Testing

EN1276

(Cryptosporidium & Giardia species)

(expected sept ‘21)

GermErase
24hr so far

Pathogens used:
• Pseudomonas aeruginosa
• Staphylococcus aureus
• Enterococcus hirae
• Escherichia coli
• Candida albicans
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GermErase 24hr
ongoing testing
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Surface test - residual antimicrobial
(bactericidal and/or yeasticidal)
(with abrasion)

BACTERIAL
SPORES

(Bacillus & Clostridium species)
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What does it kill?

For HANDS (PT1)
• Dispense into a foamer or spray pump.
• Dispense one or two pumps into the palm of the hand and
rub all over hands and between fingers to distribute

5.

After application, allow to dry. Re-apply every 24 hours.

Use biocides safely. Please read material safety data sheet before use
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What are the main claims?
•
•

•

99.999% efficacy
Protects surfaces for 24
hours and hands between
washes
Lower chemical footprint –
kinder to the skin and the
environment

Is the kill 99.999% (log 5) for
everything or just certain
pathogens?
It varies by pathogen and test
protocol (assay) used. Please
note that in some instances we
have the maximum log available
for the specific assays used. This
may be below 99.999% but
represents the maximum that
can be registered
Why is a log 5 kill so
important?
If there are a million pathogens
on a surface before applying a
product then a 99.9% reduction
(log 3) means that there will still
be 1000 pathogens on the
surface. A log 99.9999%
reduction (log 6) means that
only 10 pathogens remain. This
is 100 times better
Will it kill SARS-C0V-2 on day
2?
Our testing at Southampton
University proved the product to
be effective at continuing to
inactivate coronavirus
contamination for at least 2 days

Do you kill 99.999% of SARSCoV-2?

Do I have to clean before
application?

We can’t verify that we achieve
99.9999% on SARS-CoV-2
because of the way that the test
is done. It is to do with the
concentration of the “germ
soup” that is used for the testing
– different tests only allow you
to claim a kill up to a certain
percentage. To help explain this
– imagine you were selecting 1%
of cars from a production line
for test-driving – this would
work well if you had 1000 cars
coming off the production line
because you could choose 10,
but if the production line was
only producing 50 in total you
end up not being able to choose
a single car to test drive because
1% is only half a car.

Excess dirt should be cleaned
off surfaces to allow the product
to contact the surface and bond
with it. Gross contamination
may form a layer, protecting
what lies beneath.

The SARS-CoV-2 test report
from Southampton University
states that the result
represents a total kill.
What evidence do you have
for how long it will last?
PAS2424 demonstrates the
efficacy over a 24-hour period. In
addition we have verbal
confirmation that it continues to
act for 14 days (awaiting formal
test notification.
What testing has been done to
support your claims?
For further testing information
please see the Technical Data
Sheet
What is a ‘dirty test’ and what
does that signify?
This is a type of test used to
simulate or mimic a dirty
environment and in a carrier
test, the test microorganism is
mixed with a serum albumin
protein derived from cows
(bovine albumin) and used as a
protein concentration standard
for clean conditions; and eg
sheep blood (for dirty
conditions).
Our test results show broadly
equivalent efficacy when tested
in clean and dirty conditions

Should I still clean after
application?
Aggressive cleaning is likely to
remove or dilute the GermErase
24hr coating depending on the
surface and the products used. For
example, oxidising products such as
bleach used in combination with
physical agitation will remove some
of the product. However, the
product does stay on the surface for
24 hours despite abrasion, as
demonstrated by the PAS2424
testing, so surface soiling can be
removed with a damp cloth.

What happens if I don’t clean?
The surface will retain biocidal
activity regardless – i.e. remain
protected and capable of killing
pathogens. We recommend that
you do clean, as a build-up of dirt
can affect performance. Surface
soiling can be removed with a damp
cloth.

Will GermErase 24hr kill
bacteria on a surface then still
protect the surface?
Yes, it will. is both fast acting and
retains excellent residual activity.

Will it work on textiles and
carpets?
GermErase 24hr has been certified
in line with The WoolSafe
Organisation's stringent standards
and safe to use on wool and
synthetic fibre carpets and rugs

Will an electrostatic sprayer
effect the action of
GermErase?
No, it is OK to use electrostatic
sprayers with Germerase 24hr

Use biocides safely. Please read material safety data sheet before use
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Is GermErase Food safe?
Food safe chemical
disinfectants come under a
different registration in Europe PT4. In a restaurant S-21 can be
used to clean down front of
house and non-food prep back
of house areas, but not direct
food contact surfaces such as
meat counters etc
As far as domestic surfaces are
concerned yes, we can as it sits
under PT2 which is for general
surfaces. If you look at any
chemical cleaning product sat
under your sink or in the
cupboard it will probably have
compounds like ours and at
higher concentrations and clean
down would be spray onto
surface and then wipe down.
We have a new GermErase
formulation for food safe PT4
going in for testing
Is GermErase ok with
aquatics? It states that it is not
classified for acute toxicity or
chronic aquatic toxicity, no
data is available for the
product
We are below the threshold
where we have to report the
product as dangerous to
aquatic animals.

What is the difference
between Sars-Cov-2 and the
Human Strain of coronavirus?
A lot of other products claim
either Human or Feline
Human Coronavirus 229E is a
human respiratory pathogen
that results in mild respiratory
disease in healthy individuals.
Human coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
is a specific strain of the
coronavirus family of pathogens
and is the one that causes
COVID-19. It behaves very
differently as evidenced by the
pandemic.
We have tested both live human
strains at Southampton
University using a surface test,
not a suspension test as this is a
more accurate reflection of how
the product will be used in real
life
Most claims are made on
EN14476 a test that uses the
modified vaccinia virus Ankara
(MVA), ATCC VR-1508 - envelope
viruses of which Coronavirus is
one.

Why is it important to use
microfibre cloths?
Microfibre cloths carry a positive
charge – as does the GermErase
24hr product. This prevents
what is called “quat binding”,
which is where a negative
charge in the cloth interferes
with the ability of the quats to
be released onto a surface in
order to act. Cotton fabrics have
a negative charge and should
be avoided
Will an electrostatic sprayer
effect the action of
GermErase?
No, it is OK to use electrostatic
sprayers with Germerase.

Is GermErase an NHS approved
product?
As an approved type 2 product
it can be used for general
disinfection in any
environment.

Use biocides safely. Please read material safety data sheet before use

